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INTRODUCTION 
The Ohio State University Cooperative Extension Service pro-
vides continuing educational programs in Community and Natural 
Resource Development, Agricultural Industry, Home Economics, 
and 4-H/Youth Development for the citizens of Ohio. Major 
emphasis is given to economic development and to related social 
and cultural needs of people in the state. 
The Ohio Cooperative Extension Service community development 
program has a long history of working with local leaders for 
community improvement. Local groups working together do make 
a difference in the quality of life in our communities. Some 
of the topics where Extension has assisted includes: land use 
and development policy, community services, tax structure and 
fiscal management, corrnnunity health and safety, economic 
development, crime prevention, energy utilization and conserva-
tion, housing, outdoor recreation, and pollution control. 
During the late 1970's, litter control appeared as a statewide 
issue. The result was the 1980 legislation creating a compre-
hensive program to deal with the problem. We are happy to be 
a part of the educational effort to cause a positive change in 
littering habits. 
Many communities are faced with the problem of where to begin 
and how to carry out a comprehensive litter control program. 
The following proceedings of the Lake County Workshop can 
serve as one reference. 
The Office of Litter Control, Ohio Department of Natural 
Resources which provided funds for this educational program 
can also provide assistance through the Technical Assistance, 
Community Grants and Public Education sections of their office. 
Extension will continue to work with community leaders and 
other civic groups in addition to education programs through 
the more than 200,000 4-H members and in-school programs to 
clean up Onie Literally. 
Paul R. Thomas 
Assistant, Director 
Community & Natural Resource Development 
Ohio Cooperative Extension Service 
The Ohio State University 
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RESULTS Of THE 1981 OHIO STATEWIDE LIT'rER STUDY 
Ann W. Crowner 
The 1981 bRseline Ohio statewide litter study was conducted by 
SYS'nXH Corporation of Xenia for the Office of Litter Control. 
We were cequirr-~d under provisions of the Ohio Litter. Control Law 
of 1980 to determine the amount and composition of roadway and 
recr.eational area litter by item count, weight and volume. 
The purpose of this baseline study was to develop estimates of 
litter amounts and littering rates. The information from this 
study will be used in selectin9 the most effective approaches to 
litter control, determining trends in litter reJuction resulting 
from litter control programs and determining the quantities of 
r~cyclable material in litter. 
We asked the consultant to design the sturly so that the r-esults 
would he reported with a go percent confidence level. In addi-
tion, t~ey have reported the actual variability of the data. 
Many previous studies have not done so, making it difficult to 
determine the validity of the results. He believe our study has 
si3nif1cantly advanced the state-of-the-art as to the conauct oE 
litter- studies. Because our design and methodology differed from 
those uscj in previous stua1es, it is not possible to compare the 
results ~f this study with other studies. 
ROAmJAY LI'rTEt<. s·rrJDY 
A totr;il ot: 208 sites were selectec'l randomly from all classes of 
Ohio raaJways. each site was sampled twice, once to collect 
accunulatnJ litter and the second time to collect fresh litter 
aeposited durin~ the two weeks between collections. The initial 
roadway site collections were made fr0m June 8 through June 19, 
lY81. The second collPctions occurred from June 22 to July 3, 
1981. 
F<')l" t'1c: r-oadw::.iy area. survey, there were 35 cateriories of litter 
i.:u 1nh· I, l 7 cate'JOr1es weighed and 6 cate9or-ies measured for 
VI) J :J H<' • 
l-\e-::11lts 1f tlw study show there are 199 poun<Js of littet::" on the 
<iv1;ClJf' .:n1!•~ of roa(1way in Ohio or 1,815 iti:;ms of litter every 
nu 14'~. Usui.g the Ohio Department of Transportation's figure of 
110,0~5 iailf>5 oE roads in Ohio, we can estimate that accumulated 
ro.:HJ\, •Y litter. f~xceeds 200 million items weighing 22 million 
p0und:;. This is ...,nough litter to fill 151 boxcars in a train one 
H1 i , 1 '1'-h.:tl f ,n1 les lonq. 
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The composition of accumulate~ litter by it~m count is approx1-
rnntely 25 percent plnstic; 23 per.cent 1netnl; 23 p<.:t"cent papt=t-; 
and 12 percent glass. By weiqht, 35 percent is 0lass; 15 pct:"-
cent metal; 12 percent paper.; and 7 percent plastic. 
Fre~~ Roadway Litter 
The nverag e mi le of roadway has 16 5 i terns or a lrnost 2 3 pounds of 
fresh litter deposite~ each week. By item count, 29 percent of 
the fresh litter- is paper; 24 percent plastic; 19 percent 1netal; 
and 8 per.cent 0lass. By weight, 31 percent is glass; 17 percent 
metal; 12 percent paper; and 7 percent plastic. 
TJsincJ 110,065 miles of roads in Ohio, we can e:::;timate that then~ 
are over 18 million items or about two and one-half million 
pounds of litter deposite<l each week on Ohio's roa<'ls. This is 
enou(jh litter to fill 17 boxcars e<'lch week. 
We ,:wkecl the consultant to look <1t r.ecyclahlt? 1nat•~t"1alG. r~or 
this purpose, the [ollowin11 cate1ories were us0d: all 'JL1ss, .111 
metal, newspapers, cardboat:d and tir.es. TJsinq these c.1.t1:Jot::i1:~1, 
about 58 percent of fresh litter by weight has the potentidl t~ 
be recycled. Plastics can be recycled also. However, the 
plastics catesory was not hroken down into recyclable and non-
::::-ecyclable components because of the extra time it Vloul<i '"lave 
taken in the field to determine which plastic items were 
r.ecyclable. 
Beverage-related items ~ake up about 31 percent of the accumu-
later'I litter and about 21 percent of tne fr.esh litter. Most •>f 
the beverage-related items are nonreturnable. There ~ce two 
times as many metal cans as the r.Q ace q lass bottles. Plastic 
soft ckink bottles make up less than 0.1 percent of the ti>t~l 
item count for both accumuldted and fr:-esh litter. 
Total packaqin,3 makes up about 28 per.cent of the ,'wcuinulatl"!d 
litter. items dn<1 34 percent 0f the fresh Jitter it+-:ins. 'rhen· 1:~ 
slicJhtly mon; plastLc than papec packa<Jin•J on Obin'::; t"•Jrl<hv·~l 
Fast food packauinq is about 8 percent of the <1cc1unul.·-ited L tb>r-
and over 13 percent of the fresh litter. 
Cigarette packs are approximately 5. 5 percent of accumula tF~ti 
litter and 8.5 percent of the fresh litter items. About five 
percent of the accumulated litter items and legs than one percent 
of the fresh litter items are tires. 
RECREATIONAL AREA LITTER STUDY 
From August 10 to September 4, 1981, initial and fol low-up 
samplings were conducted at picnic areas, beaches, marinas, 
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parking lots, puhlic facilities and campsites in 18 randomly 
sele::::ted state parks. Litter fro1n en.ch area w.:::is collP.ctec'l for 
eight continuous days. The litter collected on the first day 
represented litter that had accumulated in that particular area. 
The litter collected daily for the next seven days measured 
weekday and weekend deposition. 
Por the recreational area survey, 40 cate0ories wer~ counted, 17 
weighed ~nd six measureJ for volume. The five new item count 
categories were pull tops, two types of bottle caps and two types 
of picnic items. A preliminary survey had shown that hiqher 
amounts of these items would be found in parks as opposed to on 
highways. 
More litter was found on picnic grounds, marinas, beaches and 
campsites than in parking lots or public facilities. Correlation 
analyses showed no relationship between such descriptors as the 
number of picnic tables or parkin9 spaces and the amount of 
litter.. 
CLOSING 
So, what has the stuay told us? Before the study was done, there 
was rauch conjecture as to how much litter was in Ohio and where 
it was. In aadition, the results of litter studies in other 
states were being applied to Ohio. 
We now know the composition of litter on Ohio's roadways and in 
specific t:"ec·ceation areas. We know that no one specific type of 
litter predominatesr all of us are responsible for the problem. 
And we know that other studies shoula not be used to describe 
Ohio's litter problem because each stnte's population, size, 
geography, litter stream composition and littering rate makes 
such comparison meaningless. 
The purpose of this baseline study was to develop estimates of 
litter amounts and littering rates. We have achieved that objec-
tive. Now the information from this study will be analyzed to 
help us in selectiro1 the most effective approaches to litter 
control. 
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PRIOR ATTEMPTS TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM 
Harland Hale 
Let me JUSt indicn.te at the outsf:~t that my comments here will he 
brief in thn.t when I interviewed for this position I indicated 
quit~ clearly thdt I am not an expert in litter. Of course, their 
immediate responst~ was "well don 1 t feel bad, no one is." So 
indeed, my expertise, if any, has been garnered by my experience 
a ur i nq my stay with the of Eice. John asked me to make brief inen-
t ion of prior attempts. Up until this point, there has been no 
comprehensive approach to litter: problerns in this state. Litter 
has been an increasing problem for the last 20 years as has been 
previously mentioned. It's been caused by a rise of urbaniza-
tion, the throw-away society, the lack of returnables, the easy 
means of transportation ana human nature in that we don't view it 
as a crime. tt 1 s been a common thing especially along roa~ways, 
to discard litter at any particular point and not dispose of it 
properly. So the lack of social consciousness and the rise of 
urbanization have been major cRuses of litter in the state. 
Prior attempts to solve the litter problem in the state have been 
brief and piecemeal. They've been both preventive in the sense 
that there have been portions of litter l~ws signed and garbRge 
containers to prevent litter, and secondly ther~ have been reme-
dial attempts such as the county frngin~ers send1n3 out a Ct:'(!W to 
pick up litter. The St~te Dept. of Transportation has made an 
attempt to pick up alonq their roadways. So at this point, there 
has been no comprehensive ~pproach to focus on the problem and 
remedy it. 
Another thin() that hA.s not been available up to this point is 
recycling. Recycling, I think, is one of the keys to Ohio's 
litter problem. Up to now it's been unprofitable to recycle 
•Jiven the relativi::ly low cost of vir<Jin nater-i,:i.ls. With infla-
tion and scal::"city, there is .:i lack of some 11ir<3in materials. 
They have risen in price so <lrastically that now it is profit.=:ihle 
for certain items to be recycle~. Another reason for litterinq, 
and more so in the l~st ten years, has been the environmental 
push regardin9 illegal Clumps. Back when I was •.3. chil<l, every 
little town had a county, city or a township dump. And those 
were pretty widespread; there was one within five miles of 
everyone's home and they were basically cost free. A. person 
woul<l 00 there ana dump all their 1ar-bage with no fee. Since th0 
e~nvi ronmenta l push has come, the F:PA. has closed ne,1r1 y a 11 the 
local, township and city dumps an<'I have created insb~ad county-
wide landfills. Obviously, the one county-wide landfill has 
caused a great deal of litter-in that a person is not willing to 
drive 25 miles to a landfill with a dump charge, vis-a-vis the 
old dump where they could use it virtually cost free. With these 
reasons behind litter and secondly, the prior attempt for this 
has been minimal at best. Much of the prior work has been done 
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by non-profit organizations and community organizations. They 
organized a cleanup day and picked up litter, or for example, 
when I was young, the local Kiwanas Club made garbage containers 
specifically for our little town and placed them in the downtown 
area. Again, up until this point, there has been really no true 
focus on the problem. The alternative approach to requiring 
everythincJ to be returnable, we feel is a comprehensive program. 
Litter encompasses more than bottles and cans, so we try to focus 
on all of it to handle more of the total litter problem. 
The particular laws that were on the book prior to the Litter 
Control Act were piecemeal and addressed few of the problems. 
For instance, there were laws regarding litterinq in waterways, 
littering on roads, and so on. It was difficult at that time for 
law enforcement officers to figure out which law was to be cited. 
For example, if someone dropped something beside a stream, it was 
difficult to Jecide if the litter was in the stream, beside the 
stream, on the roadway, or where the jurisdiction was to enter on 
the citation. 
Realizing that problem, the legislature repealed all those provi-
sions and passed one litter law which was contained in 3767.32. 
Basically that prohibits the littering of any type of item. The 
items set forth are rather lengthy. Basically it prohibits 
littering of and on everything except the owner of a private 
property. The private property owner can litter on his own 
property and not be in violation of section 32 unless a health 
hazard is created. That, I guess, is the "Horne is the castle" 
theory and that's the reason it was exempted from the provisions. 
However, one thing to note, if someone wanted to run a junkyard 
on his property, it can be approached through a nuisance type 
statute. The difference being that it would be filed by the 
prosecutor's office. Those provisions are also contained in 3767 
but they're in .02 exactly as they were in the prior provisions 
for numerous years. Having been a former county prosecutor, I 
know that those do work, and indeed when I was a prosecutor they 
were usually filed on people who ran private and unlicensed junk 
yards, or secondly, on gas stations cited for junking ten to 
twelve vehicles out back. So the nuisance law is fairly compre-
hensive with respect to the private property problems. 
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ALTERNATivr:s !38ING 'PRI!.m IN THE UNI'rED S'rATES 
Beth Marshdoyle 
Before we could develop a comprehensive litter law - the Ohio 
litter law - we needed to look at ot1er states to see what they 
were doing and what was workin9. 'I'h·~rt? are 23 different kinfis of 
prograins throughout the country. I 11n only going to r10 throurJh 
those programs which are the mo·~t cl )Sely related to what we 
developed. One state we looked at w~s the State of Washington. 
They have had a program there since 1971. It is the oldest 
comprehensive litter control program in existence in the United 
States. 
Washington has a similar program in that they tax corporations 
that contribute to the litter stream. By this I mean those cor-
porations that proJuce glass, fast food restaurants, all those 
kinds of things tossed out as litter contribute to the litter 
stream. But Washington's tax is only on those corporations - and 
I'll explain more about Ohio's tax later. 
One of the identifying features of the Washington program is 
Cascade Jack. He ~oes around to different parks and talks about 
litter control. He have nothing like that for Ohio, but di f-
ferent counties and comrnunities have developed their own 
"mascots." 
Another st3.te program we reviewed was Massachusetts. Their 
program is a more recent one and is totally independent of the 
public sector. The beverage corporations were opposed to the 
"Bottle Bill" which had passed the general assembly and was 
vetoed by the governor. Government was approached by the bever-
age industry who felt they had an alternative. They entitled 
their program "The Corporations for a Cleaner Commonwealth. 11 The 
goal of this program was to implement grants and develop an edu-
cation program and encourage recycling. 
Governor King in Massachusetts gave the corporations three years 
to implement the new program. It took them about a year to start 
their program. Their emphasis again is on education and litter 
pick-up--they are very big on the summer programs for youth going 
out and picking up litter along the state highways. These youth 
are paid minimum wage by the beverage corporations. Ohio has a 
similar program in that we do have grants awarded for pickup con-
tests involving youth. 
Another program we looked at was Virginia's which has been in 
operation since 1976. Someone told me he was driving along a 
highway in Virginia and someone in his car littered. What 
happened? He was pulled over to the side of the road and the 
police officer said, " In Ohio you can litter, but you don't do 
that in Virginia!" and handed him a $20.00 fine. Their program 
is very strong on law enforcement. 
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Virginia has a tax structure somewhat similar to ours--with a 
mandatory tax on the litter stream and additional funding from 
general revenue. Their program has been very effective. With a 
comprehensive mass media/educational approach. Right now they 
have 66 cities involved in their Clean Community System or the 
Virginia Model Litter Control Program. The "Model Litter Control 
Program" has been developed with localization in mind. Cities 
review the models and determine which program is best for their 
city. For example, a small city wants to start a program. The 
model then gives them step-by-step procedure on how to determine 
their litter problem, how to recruit for their program, how to 
obtain equipment, etc. By the way, Ohio is developing a similar 
model program which should be in effect by next year. So if a 
city like Mentor decided they did not want litter control funds 
but wanted to start a program, they could call OLC and we would 
send a newly developed manual on how to implement a litter 
control program based on different situations. 
During a prior presentation, someone asked about Michigan. The 
question was about their litter survey and I think Ann had a 
great answer for you .•. you can't compare the data. By the way 
they did pass the bottle bill. That means that when you buy a 
bottled or canned drink, you pay deposit to be sure it will be 
returned. One of the fears of this legislation is economic--it 
would cause layoffs from producers of glass; the high technology 
jobs would be exchanged for unskilled labor or lower paying jobs 
of driving trucks. That is exactly what they have experienced. 
As far as litter goes, they have seen a 95 percent reduction in 
their glass and cans according to their study - again, as Ann 
said, that is very different from our study and we cannot compare 
the two. But, what they have reported is that the Bottle Bill 
did not affect the overall litter problem. The other categories 
such as paper have increased. 
So, in closing, if you want to compare Ohio with Michigan, then, 
you should compare programs. Ohio's litter control program is 
comprehensive in its approach and addresses all forms of litter, 
not just bottles and cans. 
That completes my overview of litter control programs in other 
states. If there are any questions on these programs, I'll try 
to answer them. 
There are 54 bills in 23 states dealing with litter control. 
This is a general breakdown of the different types of laws. 
Litter Control/Recycling 
Alaska 
California 
Colorado 
Hawaii 
Nebraska 
Ohio 
South Carolina 
South Dakota 
V1rg inia 
Washington 
"Carrier" Ban 
Alaska 
California 
Delaware 
Maine 
Oregon 
Vermont 
(Date Effective) 
7/1/80 
1/1/78 
7/1/78 
1/1/79 
10/1/79 
7/14/80 
5/5/78 
3/2/74 
5/12/76 
5/21/71 
7/1/80 
9/17/79 
* 
1/1/78 
9/1/78 
1/1/77 
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Forced Deposit 
Connecticut 
Delaware 
Iowa 
Maine 
Michigan 
Oregon 
Vermont 
Pull-Tab 
Alaska 
Ban 
California 
Delaware 
Hawaii 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Maine 
(Date Effective) 
6/29/79 
* 
7/1/79 
1/1/78 
12/3/88 
10/1/72 
7/1/73 
7/1/80 
1/1/79 
* 
10/1/79 
7/1/79 
1/1/82 
1/1/78 
Massachusetts 6/1/79 
Hichig an 12/3/78 
Minnesota 1/1/77 
Montana 1/1/82 
Nebraska 7/1/82 
New Mexico 1/1/83 
Ohio 7/l/80 
Oregon 10/1/72 
South Carolina 5/5/78 
Tennessee 3/l/82 
Vermont 1/1/77 
(expanded 1/1/81} 
* Only effective 60 days after passage of similar legislation by 
Pennsylvania and Maryland {"contiguous states" provision). 
"Carrier" ban (ban on plastic ring holders) refers to 
non-biodegradable carriers. Oregon further defines their 
restrictions by stating the ban on carriers which will not 
decoinpose by photobiodegradation, chemical degradation, or-
biodegradation within 120 days of disposal. 
South Dakota has a "container limitations" law. 
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Legislation Repealed And/or Ruled Unconst1tuti0Dal 
State 
Arkansas 
Connecticut 
Hawaii 
Kentucky 
Minnesota 
Description 
Litter Control 
Funding of Litter 
Control Act 
Dislocated Workers' 
Fund (1n forced 
deposit law) 
Entire Litter 
Control Act 
Plastic Container 
Ban 
Litter Control/ 
Wholesaler 
Only Assessment 
Plastic Milk 
Container Ban 
Effective 
3/17/77 Repealed (8/3/77) in 
special session 
2/4/81 Repealed 
4/13/81 Repealed 
4/24/81 Repealed 
1/1/79 Ruled Unconstitutional 
Repealed 
6/17/78 Ruled Unconstitutional 
7/1/77 a. Ruled Unconstitutional 
State Supreme Ct., 
9/7/79 
b. Ruled Constitutional 
U.S. Supreme Ct., 
1/22/81 
c. Repealed in State, 
5/8/81 
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HHY SHOULD I? 
,John D. Rohrer 
At this point I hope we can agree we do have a problem. This is 
evidenceo by the study reported by Ann Crowner. It is obvious by 
driving along interstate hiahways, we know it as we pass through 
town. A quick glance will show the problem in our nei3hborhood--
and all too often we see it in our front yard(s). 
The problem is given credence with longstanj1ng law a3a1nst 
litter in Ohio and other states. 
The "new problem" was noted by James Kundell in his report to the 
Georgia le<]islature in 1979, when he accused the "1ncreasec'l mobi-
lity, a shift in packa~ing from returnables to a1sposable con-
tainers, and an increase in East fooa anJ bevera3e outlets usi~3 
potential litter materials" for the increase in illegal trash 
disposal. 
Mostly within the past five years inany states have lel)islatet1 new 
laws to come to 'Jrips with the menace. 'l'hey t"an1Je fl:'."om a ban on 
pull-tabs on cans to a forced deposit Jr ban on all non-
returnable beverage containers. 
Because this kind of le3islative experience is so new, the 
impacts to business ana the economic 1-Hslocations are still being 
debated. The constitutionalities of certain laws have been 
challenged. At this time 54 litter bills taxin11 or banning cer-
tain items passed since 1971, are in effect in 21 stdtes. Local 
groups are active in combating litter in all 50 states. 
A film available from the Off ice of Litter Control entitled 
"Pitch-In" has Jonathan Winters starring in a variety of roles 
showing types of people who litter. 
1. Tough guy - "Tough guys do what they want to do." Littering 
is anti-establishment, if you will. 
2. Teeny-tiny litterer - just little things like gum wrappers 
that "don't matter." 
3. Boom-boom - is the athletic type who likes the challenge of 
shooting for the basket, but not energetic enough to pick up 
the ones he misses. 
4. Finally, lazy-lard lardo - just can't make it to the litter 
basket. 
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Gallup did a survey and listed reasons for littering. Litterers 
tend to be careless, thoughtless, inconsiderate and lazy. The 
people: 
have little sense of responsibility and 
do not carry litterbags in their cars or boats. 
Often there are: 
too few litter basJ:ets available and 
laws against littering are not well enforced. 
The public at large is generally indifferent towards the 
culprits. 
Heberlein in his thesis on littering behavior picks up on these 
last two points of attitude and enforcement. He points out it is 
entirely rational from an individual perspective to rid oneself 
of valueless material - particularly when the societal attitude 
is indifferent. We all litter; it is JUSt where, when and the 
degree of littering that varies. Sometimes we are taught to 
litter. While on a recent tour of an entertainment area, I was 
looking for a litter basket. The guide said, "Just throw it 
down, that's what the custodians get paid for." 
How can littering be reduced? The basic approaches adopted by 
Ohio to stop littering are: 
1. Public education to teach people that littering is harmful, 
unsightly and costly. 
2. Encourage recycling to preserve resources and create a new 
waste management ethic. 
3. Provide plenty of litter baskets and litter bags in every 
car and boat. 
4. Strict enforcement of litter laws 
You can note the basic approaches do not include the economic 
incentive of a deposit on a one-way beverage container. 
Packaging and over packaging from toothpaste to six washers in a 
plastic and cardboard "handipak," are an inexhaustable supply of 
potential litter materials. Surveys have shown up to 80 percent 
of litter is from non-pedestcian or non-motorist sources. We 
will never have a deposit on most items that can end up as 
litter. We need to focus on other motivations to: (l) avoid 
littering, and (2) clean up what's littered. 
Psychologists see most human needs as non-material (see Abraham 
Maslow' s "Toward A Psychology of Bein9" 1978). Maslow sketches 
an entire theory of personality around needs of a non-material-
istic nature. 
Erich Fromm describes the evolving personality as progressing 
from "having" to .,being." 
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we expand the calculus of self-inte~est until it increasingly is 
coterminous with group interest an~ finally "species self 
interest," i.e. whole human family. 
Economic theory focuses on the "allocation of scarce resources" 
and tends to show only motivation by individual Relf interest. 
Altruistic behavior is not recognized by the purist except for 
acknowledgin~ "preference" or "long term self-interest in 
r'1 isg uise." 
Does economic incentive direct all that we do? In Wealth 
Addiction (1980) by Philip Slater, he states that "We {do many 
things) explore, build, care for others, raise foo~, families -
without getting paid for it and always have," If we can a~mit we 
do some things without direct material compensation, can we 
include litter cleanup or a non-littering behavior in this 
category? 
Let's take a quick look at one motivational construct an<l then 
apply this to community and possibly even litter control. 
Maslow, referred to earlier, used a triangle construct to explain 
needs of people. He felt that mental illness, or neurosis was a 
symptom of lackinq something or an absence of meet i11t3 basic human 
needs. He put them in a hierarchy. 
EGO NEEDS 
SOCIAL NEEDS 
SAFETY NEEDS 
PHYSIOLOGICAL NEEDS 
(A brief discussion was h~ld to explain and demonstrate the 
hierarchy of needs. For further information see A. Maslow, 
Motivation and Personality, New York City, Harper and Row, 1954.) 
Using this mode 1 we can bet tee understand why some peoph~ .::u:e 
"not responsible" if they are only working at meetinq physiolcg i-
cal or safety needs. 
How do we jump from meeting basic human needs and motivation to 
community improvement such as litter control? Hhile the com-
munity helps provide many of the needs, an individual cannot 
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contribute much to the community until he reaches the societal 
and eC)o needs level. The good community in turn helps people 
grow to full maturity to meet those needs at the higher levels. 
A community is a group of people united by agreement as to the 
things they love and they are therefore interdependent. This 
sense of belon·3 ing that develops in a community tends to be less 
geograpically defined than in times past. We live in one 
geographic area, work in another, worship in another, shop in 
another, and meet socially with people in another. Where is, 
then, our community? It must be a larger geographic area than 
where our house is located. Can we care when our community is 
not geographically confined? Do we feel ownership and therefore 
responsibility at our home, work, or shopping environment? The 
answer obviously varies with the community and the people in it. 
Can people change, and thus change their community? Obviously, 
yes; we see change. How does change occur? What cioes it take to 
c3et action? Research has shown "individuals" need a high degree 
of involvement to make decisions and take action. This is par-
ticularly true when "community" needs are considered. 
Thus, we need to structui::e groups where action and involvement 
can take place. We must recognize: 
1. Behavior habits ( 1 it tering) or (not littering) are acquired 
(habits are constructive ways of meeting the demands of 
life). Habits have their origins in consciously-made 
decisions. 
2. Attitudes are habits of thought. 
Therefore, habits are made up of attitudes and action over time. 
Chan9 in9 Attitudes 
1. Recognize habits for what they are. 
2. Substitute a more effective habit for the undesirable one. 
The Cooperative Extension Service and other educational institu-
tions have worked with youth groups for many years in developing 
positive attitudes toward litter control and good citizenship in 
general. 
Many community efforts have focused on youth as the cause and 
cure for all litter problems. There is some evidence that this 
is not all off base. William Finnie on litter research in 
Philadelphia learned that cet:"tain groups including young people 
did litter more than others. But in my judgment it would be a 
mistake to lay the burden of cleanup totally on young people. To 
be most effective, youth need positive role models from all sec-
tors of the community. For real change to occur it takes a rein-
forcement of many community groups. 
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Community cleanup programs do help. Finnie and others have 
demonstrated clean areds prevent littering. In one stu;'ly the 
rate of littering was reducen from 46 percent to 31 percent. The 
greater the sense of community, the lec;s litterin9 i::; observed. 
Even campers in tight, "temporary co1nmuni ties," tend not to 
litter until check-out time nears. 
We also know it takes ,nore of an incentive to cause cleanup of 
trash than to prevent it in the first place. La Hart .-'ln<t Railey 
reported in r3. study (The Journal of Envir0nmental ~r1uc.-'lt1on) on 
"Reducinc; Children's Littering on a Nature Trail" that simply 
makin<J children in the group "aware" of the littecing problem 
neacly ended littering. 
Durin9 the same exper:iment a request to 11 help 11 by pickinc3 up the 
salted trail produced almost no results. If an incentive, such 
as a free m)vie ticket or if patches and pins were off P.r:e11, over 
90 percent of the litter was picked up and returned. even with 
the additional incentives it was inost ef f.ective when le~dership 
in the group started the pickup and the others followed as 
something t'1at was the right thin<J to do. So it would seem 
feasible to rely on Maslow's hierarchy of internal needs for "not 
littering." But it woulc~ follow that we usually neen aciditional 
incentives for an individual to actually pick up litter. These 
incentives can sometimes be provided by civic clubs an<l IJroups. 
In communities, we need to involve community institutions b) 
cause change. These institutions include families, churches, 
lodges, clubs, and countless other agencies that help fashion 
ideas on acceptable behavior. 
In feudal Eng land, all peasants q razed their animals on the 
village green known as 11 the commons" but it oid not take long for 
each peasant to learn that he could maximize his own situation by 
grazing even more of his animals on this common land. In a short 
period, the commons itself became overgrazed and destroyed for 
all. Finally it was decided each had to give up certain grazing 
rights in order to enjoy even a small share. We need to once 
again and continually show we still share the community as a 
commons. 
It has almost come as an assumption that all civic duties are a 
governmental duty. Government has grown to the point where a 
majority has indicated a need to cut back; get to the basics, 
return to local control and responsibility. Local governments 
are strapped for money and many tasks that need to be done will 
not be done by government. Simply stated, with potholes an<~ 
bridges crumbling, little money will remain at the local qovern-
ment level for picking up litter. Civic responsibility can cut 
government expenditure by: (1) preventing litterin9, and (2) 
picking up litter in cleanup campaigns. 
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HELP! FROM ODNR OFFICE OF LITTER CONTROL 
Beth Marshdoyle 
AUDIO 
In July, 1980, a comprehensive litter control and recycling law 
was enacted by the Onio General Assembly. 
Ohio's new litter control law addresses all forms of litter. 
Litter is paper, automobile parts, bottles, cartons or anything 
else unsightly or unsanitary that is thrown or discarded in Ohio 
or in or on Ohio's waters. 
The Off ice of Litter Control was created in the Ohio Department 
of Natural Resources with the purpose of developing and success-
fully carrying out Ohio's new comprehensive litter control 
program. 
Punding for OLC is generated from a two-tier addition to the Ohio 
corporate franchise tax. Two-thirds of all incorporated busi-
nesses in Ohio contribute to Ohio's new litter control program. 
A second tax is paid by all manufacturers and sellers of litter 
stream products, e.g. manufacturers of glass, paper, etc. The 
revenue from the two-tier addition to the corporate franchise tax 
is expected to generate 10 million dollars annually by 1983. 
The program developed by the OLC is divided into three sections 
of responsibility. 
1. Community Grants 
2. Technical Assistance 
3. Public Education 
The Technical Assistance Section is responsible for research, 
conducting a litter survey and promoting recycling as well as 
enforcement of litter control laws. The Technical Assistance 
staff has already met with recycling center operators and has 
distributed a questionnaire to recyclers on center operations. 
Approx Lnately 800 forms were sent out and currently have infor-
mation on over 400 centers. 
A litter survey on the amount and composition of litter on Ohio's 
roadways and recreation areas has been completed. 
Recycling and Lttter control 1nfonnation is handled through a 
computerized system. This information is available by callin<J 
1/800/282-6040. 
The Technical Assistance section also has safety equipment 
available for litter pickup activities. 
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The Public Education Section has irnplemenced an educational 
proyram designed to make Ohioans more aware of the litteri~J 
problem, change attitudes and behavior, and stimulate Ohioans 
to become actively involved in li:ter reduction eE rts. 
The education specialist has developed erlucat1on packets for 4, 
5, and 6 grades and they are available for presentation to 
schools. 
Over 700 schools are now participating 1n litter control e[forts 
with the use of the education packet. 
A public relations effort has included the ~evelopment of a 
Speaker's Bureau with speaker::-s from inter(~sti.:<1 0ro crn l private 
industry. 
A service of the public educatirrn section inclllrh.>s tlw wr1tin1 ;i of 
articles and feature stories for communitins ,;1nd trddt• onjanL~.q­
t1ons requesting them. 
The production of creative radio and television commc-rc1als has 
also been a major responsibility of the Public ucation section. 
A total of 900 billboards have been 1)laced act"oss the state with 
space donated. There were 176 bus cdrds pl"! in six 1najor 
cities. 
Since the intent of Ohio's litter control proqram is to pl.Jee 
emphasis on community based lLtter control programs, funds are 
being awarded to communities for local litter control .:ind 
recycling projects. These grants are bein'J administere<':I the 
Community Grants Section. 
For the first funding cycle--grants totaling $1.35 million were 
awarded to 34 communities. Some programs funden by the io 
Litter Control pros.ram include: 
1. Litter containment programs 
2. Programs working closely with schools 
3. Expansion or creation of recycling centers 
As you can see by this overview, the OLC has accomplished a lot 
over the past 11 months. This kind of comprehensive support and 
involvement is what Ohio needs to solve its litter problem, revi-
talize its cities ana bring more industry to this state. 
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Ohio Department of Natural ResOJrces 
OFFICE OF LITIER CONTROL 
Fountain Square 111 Columbus. Ohio 43224 • (614) 268-6333 
SERVICES A~m MATERIALS AVAILABLE FROM THE 
OFFICE OF LITTER CONTROL 
A. Public Education Section 
B. Technical Assistance Section 
C. Cor;inunity Grants Section 
PUBLIC EDUCATION SECTION 
Services 
1. Public Education Soecialists are available to meet with 
local communities and organizations to provide assistance 
in developing and implementing local litter prevention 
education programs. 
2. An Education Specialist is available to give presentations 
about litter control and recycling to representative 
student bodies within schools or a school system. Also, 
assistance is available to individual schools in designing 
litter control or recycling projects to meet a specific 
school's needs. 
3. Speakers are available through the Office's Speaker's 
Bureau to discuss various asuects of litter control and 
recycling and the programs and activities of the Office 
of Litter Control. Requests for speakers should be 
made through the Public Education Section. 
4. Office of Litter Control speakers are available for radio 
and television talk shows, special programs and news 
interviews. 
Materials 
1. CLEAN UP OHIO LITTERALLY logo sheet with guidelines for 
use and PMS colors. This is a three-color logo which may 
be used in one or two colors. The CLEAN UP OHIO LITTERALLY 
logo is the official identity symbol of the Office of 
Litter Control and may only be used in accordance with 
litter prevention and recycling activities authorized by 
the Office of Litter Control. 
2. Arti~les concerning the programs and activities of the Office 
of Litter Control are written on request for suecific audiences 
and publi~ations. ~lease allow four weeks for-preparation 
of a particular article. Accompanying black and white or 
color photographs for publication are also available. 
JAMES A. RHODES. Gow>rtw1 • ROBERT W. TEATER. Director• DENISE FRANZ KING, etuef 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
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30- and 60-second versions of the "Ohio Looking Good" 
song are available for use iP local radio oublic service 
announcements to nromote a one-time litter cont~ol or 
recycling activity or ev7nt. Thes~ radio "d~nuts" !'lave 
an audible hole in the middle of tne taoe wh~ch allows 
for a local announcer to record the message. 
The radio psa's are part the CLEAN ru OHIO LITTERALLY 
statewide campaign w~ich so includes television Psa's, 
newspaper public service fil:er advertisements and 
outdoor displays. 
9" by 12 11 litter bags with the CLEAN UP OHIO LIT:'EHALLY 
logo. 
Tee shirts in tan or light blue with :he CLEAN UP OHIO 
LITTERALLY logo. There is a $3.00 char~e uer shirt plus· 
a 10% charge for handling and postage. To purchase tee 
shirts contact: The Division of Geolo~ical Survey, 
Publications, Building B-1, Fountain Square, Columbus, 
Ohio 43224, (614)466-5344. 
Color slides illustrating various asnects of Ohio's litter 
control and recycling program are available for duplication. 
Limited quantities of all Office of Litter Control nublications 
are available without cost. 
A single projector slide presentation on the Ohio Litter 
Control Program is available through the Speaker's Bureau. 
Education Activity Packets are available for use by 4th, 
5th and 6th grade teachers as supplements to existing 
curricula. The Dackets contain a filmstrin and cassette 
recording, recyciing poster, and facts, puzzles, cartoons, 
litter control projects. surveys and more. Packets are 
designed to be used by students with a teacher's guide. 
Education Activity Packets will be available in February 
1982, for primary grades. Packets will include a filmstrip 
and cassette recording, curricula supplements and teacher's 
guide. 
Films exploring various litter control and recycling 
topics will be available for viewing through ODNR's 
Film Library. Films available at this time are: "Pitch 
In" starring Jonathan Winters (grades 4, 5 and 6)i 
"Meecology, 11 produced by McDonalds (grades 4, 5 and 6); 
and "Neatos and the Litterbugs" (grades K-3). 
A Resource Bibliography for teachers is available and 
includes litter control and recvcling information which 
is available from specific sources. Textbooks and trade 
books which contain valuable information are cited. 
30-gallon trash bags are available in limited quantities 
for organized roadside pickups. 
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~- TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE SECTION 
Services 
1. The Technical Assistance staff will meet with local 
governments and organizations to help in planning and 
developing community recycling centers. The staff provides 
information and advice on all asnects of starting, improving 
and expanding a recycling center, including such areas as: 
the beginning business nlan, market analysis, site location, 
staffing, equipment needs, advertising and secondary 
markets and prices. 
2. Staff is available to help plan litter pickup projects 
or programs. The Office has purchased safety equipment 
to be loaned out to community-sponsored groups and other 
organizations who want to conduct litter pickup projects. 
The "pickup kit" will contain the following items: safety 
cones, vehicle warning lights, first aid kits, safety vests, 
and hard hats. 
3. Technical Assistance staff will help communities identify 
what litter problems they have and plan litter containment 
programs to reduce or eliminate those problems. 
4. A toll-free recycling hot line will be operating by 
December 1, 1981. Individuals can call in and find out 
the location and hours of their nearest recycling center. 
The Recycling hot line number is (800)282-6040. 
5. Staff will provide assistance in the analysis of existing 
local litter control laws and the development of new local 
litter control laws. 
6. Staff will provide assistance in the development of 
effective local litter control enforcement programs. 
Materials 
1. Technical Assistance has prepared a selected bibliography 
of references in the following areas: starting a business; 
recycling markets; equipment and safety; public relations, 
need for recycling; and other community recycling programs. 
2. A recycling center business plan outline is available 
to any individual or organization considering opening 
or expanding a center. 
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C. COMMUNITY GRANTS SECTION 
Services 
1. Grant coordinators are available to meet with local 
governments to explain and answer questions concerning 
the grant assistance program, eligibility requirements 
and the application process. Grants are available 
for local governr::i.ent litter control pro!?:ram activi es 
including education programs, public information campaigns, 
law enforcement activities, litter collection and contain-
ment efforts, and recycling programs. 
2. Grant coordinators will be conducting periodic site 
visits to grant recinients during the grant oeriod to 
help answer questions about grant reporting and monitoring 
procedures, and to discuss obstacles encountered in 
proeram progress and any other topic of concern. 
Materials 
1. Grants Handbook. This handbook provides all ?,rant 
program application material and procedures as well as 
general information about the co'(l1'!!lunity grant proi;;z;ram. 
Revised handbooks for the next grants a:oulication period 
(June-SeDtember, 1982) will be available bv Auril 1, 
1982. - - -
2. Grantee sample invoice and financial status report 
forms. 
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HOW TO ORGANIZE A CAMPAIGN 
John D. Rohrer and Philip L. Grover 
Why are some projects flops while others 90 over the top? The 
success of any community program that demands group decision 
making depends on how effectively the program mobilizes human and 
non-human resources in the action phase. This is often referred 
to as the process of social action. 
The presentation will not be presented here in full. 
It was illustrated on fifteen feet of flannel board. 
See the summary visual. For more information contact 
your county Extension off ice or the resource persons 
at 2120 Fyffe Road, Columbus, OH 43210. 
The following is adapted from Beal, Mitchel and others to provide 
a general outline of process. 
Social System 
All social action takes place within a social system or systems. 
Some examples of social systems may be the state, county, com-
munity, church, or club. If social action is carried out with 
maximum efficiency, there must be an understanding of the general 
social system within which action takes place. Such under-
standing may encompass unique characteristics of the social 
system like the power structure, formal and informal groups, 
institutions, locality groups, social st~atification, and the 
interrelation of these. 
Prior Social Situation 
In almost all social action programs, there has been some past 
experience with similar kin~s of action programs. Some experi-
ences may have been successes, others failures. For instance, if 
a group of local people were considering the building of a county 
hospital, past experiences with county department officials might 
be a very important consideration in the present situation. 
Certa1n power relations, leadership patterns, role expectations 
and performances, and attitudes amonq people and groups probably 
developed out of these experiences. Certain kinds of cooperation 
and conflict may have developed. This information would be 
important when planning an action program. 
To work intelligently through the social action process we must 
recognize two thin9s: 
1. There is an over-all social system in which the social action 
is going to take place. 
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2. We should investigate the past. We should detcr.•nine the past 
experience and present situRtion r~l~t1n0 to the program we 
want to accomplish by social action. 
What and Who Starts Social Action 
Social action begins when two or norc 
people ::i.qree that some k1n 1 of d problc,n 
or situat1011 exists and tl-1<:>t somPtinn1 
should be done about it. 
Quite often action is initiated by an 
insider who is closely connected to the 
system or group. Sometimes ther~ is some 
kinr1 of force totally outs idc the system 
that tr.ies to get action st~rterl on a given 
problem. Perhdps a pressinJ problem has 
stimul~tea some outsiae force such as a 
state health education or some federal or state aqency represen-
tative to become interested in the situation. Bringin1 the 
interest of several persons together around the proble~ is the 
initial step toward social action. 
The Initiating Set 
Many times we have people with 
different but stron~l reasons 
for becoming invol in a 
social act ion proi:.3 ram. 'l'hey 
help to define the prob 
The people who feel that 
somethin9 shoul<'l be done about 
a pr)blem are the initiating 
set. Quit~ often the group is 
not larger than four or five 
people. These people decide 
that the problem is important 
enough for them to do somethin9 
about it. The initiat1nq set 
originates action on the i~ea 
or pro4ram. 
The Legitirnizers 
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In almost every community there are cer-
tain people or ~roups whose approval or 
acceptance of proposed projects is 
necessary to make things legitimate. 
This limited group of people seems to 
have the right, authority, and privilege 
to approve or reject community projects. 
The initiating set usually takes the 
problem to the leg1tim1zers and asks them 
to pass judgment on it. The formal legi-
timizers such as county government offi-
cials, city council, or school board 
members, etc., and the informal legitirni-
zers (key persons who as informal leaders 
in positions of influence and power may 
be more important than the formal 
legitimizers). To by-pass this group usually spells failure! 
The final legitimizers of any idea are the people themselves. 
qowever, before the idea gets to the people, it is best to obtain 
the approval of key people or groups known as legitimizers. The 
legitimizers may not help initiate or carry out the action 
pro9ram. 
Evaluation 
At each stage of the social ac 1:ion process it is important to 
evaluate the actions taken, projecting forward to immediate and 
ultimate r;oals, exploring altei::-no.te means, choosin'] the means, 
and planning as well as acting in relation to these decisions. 
Evaluation allows for redirecting or even stopping social action 
at any point in the process. It actually involves four things: 
1. Evaluation 
2. Decision (as to the next goal} 
3. Planning (for reaching the goal) 
4. Action 
Ob]ective evaluation and planning should provide a sounder basis 
for the next step. 
D1ffus1on Set 
Def init1on of Need 
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Thus far the idea oc proble~, the 
neeti, and the mot1vat1on t•.) rfo 
something about it has been 
ag reec1 upon by only a s.na 11 'J roup 
of people. Both the rn1t1at1n3 
Set and Let.pt1m1zer<5 hdvf.'.? defined 
the problem as n. nN~ 1 worthy of 
action. At this st~J~, careful 
cons :?.de rat t0'1 shcJ ld bC' <.P ven to 
the selection of t~os~ to serve 
as the Diffusion SPt. These 
peo:>le should be ab la to provide 
time, commun1cat1on s~1lls, orga-
nization skills, acc~~ss to many 
people or ~roups, and prest1qe. 
'rhe "idea people 11 may not 
necessarily be the best people to 
convince others that a problem 
exists. It is qu1te obvious that 
there mdy bv noPd tor mJny d1f-
terent cornbtnat1on~; of p~wple Or:' 
completely d1tfPrent s~ts to 
accomplish th11.S JOb. 
Once the diffusion sets ar~ ready to 
function, their task is to make the 
problem become the people's problem. 
This is the sta<Je where the problem 
is really taken to the general 
public for discussion. Many dif-
ferent techniques can be userl to 
secure the definition of need by the 
people. One of the most common 
means is basic education through 
mass media, community or larqer 
group meetinqs, neiqhbors, and per-
sonal contacts. Other ways of pro-
viding an opportunity for def1n1n~ 
felt needs are through surveys, 
program development committees, 
demonstrations, tours and infor-
mation from other groups with simi-
lar past eKperiences, capitalizing 
on crisis situations, and channeling 
complaints into action. 
...''> 
Commitment t~ Ac~ion 
This sta~e is of ten 
integrated with the 
general <lef inition of the 
need. However, it is 
necessary to emphasize the 
importance of getting not 
only tacit agreement that 
the problem exists, but 
also a commitment from the 
people to take action. 
Such commitments to action 
can be obtained in terms of votes of confidence, agreement to 
attend rneE'tings, agreements to act at the proper time, and 
agreements to pledge so much money and participate in the 
pro9ram. 
Goals ann MPans 
After the people ~free that a 
problem really exists and are 
committed to action, goals 
must be set up and formalized 
to whomever this authority has 
been delegated. These are the 
goals which the system or 
group is willing tt) try to 
reach to solve the problem. 
Whatever is sought in 
accomplishment must be spelled 
out as to destination, con-
tent, and human behavior 
changes involved. 
Once •Joa.ls are set, there comes the problem of exploring alter-
nati~ means that might be used to reach those goals. From the 
ran~e of means, a decision is made as to which ones will be used 
to attain the goals. 
Pla·1 of 1-Jorlr 
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W1th1n the framework of goals and 
me~ns, a specific series of actions 
must be planned. Organizational 
structure, designation of respon-
sib1l1ties, planning of specific 
activities, and timing are all parts 
of this stage. 
Al te c the p Lan oL wock ls [ounu la tea, resources must be rnohi l ized 
an<l ocganized to cart'y out the plan. 
Resourc<:!S vJhich must be found rnclude: (1) time, (2) people, (3) 
money or credit, (4) physical resources, and (5) whatever else is 
neede~ to carry out the plan. 
Flere aqa1n local ;')eople have to carry through on the program in 
ter~s of time, expense, skill, work, etc. 
Launching the P~ogram 
As the procedure moves toward social action, some programs basi-
cally break down into sort of a launching process. This 
launching might take the form of a fund drive, a series of tours, 
a big kick-off ainner, an advertising campaign, a telephone cRll 
network, or a biq publicity pro(Jr3.m. 
In accordance with the plan of work, the program is carried out 
step- by-sti~p. Between each of the action steps, as at a 11 other 
staqes, evaluation is necessary. Finally there is an evaluation 
of the entire program. Consioeration is given to the strong and 
weak points in the social action program. Evaluation should 
include the methods used--committees and their operation, human 
relations skills, conflicts, group relations developed, problems 
encountered, etc. 
Out of the final evaluation usually evolves the next steps, in 
terms of goals not satisfactorily completed. 
Let us remember that social change and social action are 
constantly with us. ~anned social action is not an easy task. 
It involves carefully thought out goals and methods, broaa indi-
vidual and group involvement, and careful detailed planning. 
Consideration of these steps should help those involved in the 
planning and execution of social action programs to do a more 
effective and efficient job in directing social action toward 
their chosen goals. 
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How Social Action Takes Place 
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LAKE COUNTY RID LITTER WEEK 
William G . Owen 
Lake County's Rid Litter Week began in 1977 as Rid Litter Day. 
Its purpose was to provide a coordinated cleanup program pri-
marl ly for youth groups. The program would provide greater 
recognition and media coverage for groups already engaged in 
litter pickup, and hopefully encourage other groups to par-
ticipate. 
At first, local officials were asked to identify areas needing 
cleanup and groups were assigned to these areas. It soon became 
apparent that groups would J::"ather pick their own area--usually 
where the group met or a nearby public area. After a storm 
washed out Rid Litter Day and to accommodate more schedules, Rid 
Litter Day became Rid Litter Week. To stimulate participation, a 
contest to desi~n a Rid Litter Decal was established in 1979. 
The winner receives a $ 50 savings bond and the winnin<3 design is 
made into a decal which is distributed to each participant. 
Approximately 400 entries are received annually. In addition to 
the <kcal, f2Rch 'J.l'.'<)UP n~cc:lves a cet:"tificate of parL1cipation. 
Since 1977, an average of 3,000 participants cleanup about 1,000 
bags of trash annually. The trash is usually put out for local 
trash haulers, but the county sanit~ry waste facility will accept 
the collecten trash at no cost. McDonald's restaurants provided 
trash bags for the groups for three years (and free food one 
year). Last year several other fast-food restaurants provided 
bags. 
In 1981, an aluminum can drive was added to Rid Litter Week. 
Groups competed for bonuses provided by a scrap dealer on a 
pounds per participant basis. In all, over 86,000 cans were 
collected. 
A littec essay contest was added to the decal contest this year, 
1981, but the results were less than spectacular. Also, for 
1982, posters advertising the program are being printed. 
Coordination for Rid Litter Week has been provided by the Lake 
County Cooperative Extension Service with assistance from the Boy 
Scouts, Girl Scouts, and the County Commissioners. Since 1977, 
over 5,000 ba~s of litter has been collected from public areas 
and over 86,000 aluminum cans recycled. 
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WAYNE COUNTY BEAUTIFICATION 
Phyl Us Aust in 
Wayne County has conducted a litter cleanup project for several 
years. The cleanup pt"oject is part of a la rg ec pro<d !.'."am of the 
Beautification Committee. 
The \~yne County Beautification Committee was formed with the 
"ulti1nate goal t0 encour,:1ge greater pal.'."tJcipation on the> pat·t ')f 
citizens in those areas greatly affectin•J th<::tr lives and tlw 
environment of their homes and neighborhoods, thus ing Hayne 
County a better place in which to live and work." 
To accomplish this, a committee was formed of volunteer coin,.nunity 
leaders representing all •Jeoqraphic ;ireas of the county. The 
cornmi t tee developed ideas for programs for townships an.J com-
munities. Individual committee members anJ the Cooperative 
Extensio11 Service staff then served as :resources anr1 coordinators 
for the vario~s projects. In addition, the committee established 
incentives through an awards program. The first level of the 
awards program recognized communities or townships for area 
beautification. The second level reco~nized citizens who ha<l 
contributed to makin3 their community ;::i better place to live. 
The committee established a 11 theme 11 for each program month. In 
1980, the program included months designated for emphasis on 
cleanup, gardenin1J/landscaping, fix up, er ime prevent ion, special 
projects, education/toul'.'.'s, and finally, awards and recoqnition. 
To complement the different themes, various clil'11CS were offered 
to county residents. Some examples are: crime prevention, 
landscape and gardening techniques, fix up and repair (how to) 
workshops. 
So it is obvious our program covered a lot more than litter 
pickup and cleanup. Our idea is that we cleanup our county early 
in the year (late March or early April) and then throw3h com-
munity and individual programs, we instill community pride. This 
pride will keep our county clean even as we make it a more 
attractive, more beautiful place to live. 
We're very proud of our program and it has taken a lot of work to 
get it to this stage. Much planning goes into every detai 1 of 
the program. The committee does much more than just come up with 
ideas for activities; the committee does most of the "nuts and 
bolts" pre-event work. We are responsible for making sure all 
the different communities and townships are coordinated and their 
programs all run smoothly. If you think that's easy, try to 
coordinate two groups with their own ideas, let alone a county! 
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One individual was selected in each tow~ship to coordinate the 
volunteer work. The township coordinator may be a township 
trnstee. If not, he must work closely with the trustees. The 
trustees provided trucks and drop off boxes for people in their 
areas to deposit roadside litter they collected. Local business 
and fast food outlets provided plastic bags. A system of passes 
to the county landfill were provided by the County Commissioners. 
They were distributed by township trustees and the Cooperative 
Extension Service. This provided a one time opportunity for 
people to clean up their own property in addition to public areas 
where trash was illegally stashed. 
Certain service clubs, and notably the Smithville Ruritan club 
took responsibility for cleaning an entire township. They 
assi1ned volunteers by road number, giving specific directions on 
the parts to be covered by various teams. Youth groups and par-
ticularly 4-H membecs took part in cleaning their own community 
roadsides. 
Because of county budget constraints, the Commissioners 
contracted with various farmers to mow the grass along roadsides 
during the summer months rather than using county personnel. Of 
course, clean roadsides prevent equipment damage when mowing or 
doing similar operations. This is just one side benefit of the 
littec pickup program. 
While the project is a lot of work, the work has been worth it. 
Wayne County never looked as good as it does now. 
WAYNE COUNTY BEAUTIFICATION QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
Comment from Audience: Here in Lake County, we have two 
months of winter. Sprin<J thaw it looks like a large garbage 
dump. We have these real cold heavy snows and sometimes 
garbage is covered up there for two or three months. 
A: Right. We found out one thing; I think we get a fair amount 
of snow in Wayne County. When we planned it, we found you 
have to get it as soon as the snow thaws before the grass 
comes up. If you wait too long, then you have grass so you 
can't see the winter trash. There's a fine line there, you 
have to know your area and know your weather conditions. 
The Ruritan Club in Greene Township, I know, has their 
cleanup set for the first week in April. They don't wait 
much longer than that; they have done that for about 10 
years now. They have the township all mapped out, they know 
exactly what they're doing. They have a really good program. 
We set a roll-off box--if anyone wants to talk to me later, 
1 1 m not pushing any brands, our company uses all of these. 
A roll-off box is a larger box, about 42 yards. We set open 
tops in the townships. 
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If you get your people, your volunteers 11~e Bill sai<1, 
recotJnize them when you're done. We gave cer:tiEicntes, we 
gave different awards to the kins, different awards to the 
Commissioners. You have to recogniz~ the people who help 
you. Ther:e's a lot of Eree help out there--there's a lot of 
free aavertisin0--if you just know how to <Jet to it an<1 how 
to find it. You just have to starl workin') and pitch ]n. 
We found we got open time on the rac'i io, the 11ewspapers 
helped us, schools 11elped uR, a•1d I think that's what nakes 
our pro';3ram a success. We <lir'ln't stick just with 11tter for: 
two weeks; we a2so userl our :'.)euL•tiE1cRti0n committt~0 an11 
made it ye<.1r around. vlfr- took <Jarden in13, we to,>k lH int ll1•J 
and emphasized different thinqs throughout the year. lt ~11 
ends up makirv; a county look nice. 'Pl ant in•J flowers, 
plantin•3 tr-ees, it all h('>lps. 
Q: I was wondering more about the netai ls of your 9reen box 
program and if it was unsllccess Eul, why, and secondly, how 
was it financed':> 
A: It was financed by Commissioners and Township TrusteE-1s. The 
township paid so much and the Commsssioners pain the rest. 
The reason it failed was: we only han two townships doing 
it. Ana everybody in every other township and every other 
county liked the program. It was set up to be dumped once 
a week and it ended up being dumped every 24 hours, seven 
days a week. It got to be ridiculous. We had those boxes 
sitting out and people used them--but you need a whole state 
to go that way. You can't even take one county and go that 
way! You would have them coming from neig hborin9 counties. 
Anybody that finds out there's something free even if they 
have to drive 50 miles, they'll do it. 
It would have worked. Now in naughman Township, they have 
a roll-off box sitting next to the township house and they 
char')e a sma 11 amount which takes care of their dumpin•J fee 
and helps pay for their box. That has gone over very well. 
They have regular hours when someone is there with it. 
Q: Is that open to residents of other townships if they are 
willing to pay the Eee? 
A: Yes, I think how it is stated in the township, inside the 
township, they might have tickets, outside the township they 
pay cash. 
Q: rs there a higher fee for the out of township residents? 
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A: Yes, but that program has been in since 1973 or _U974 and 
they are really happy with it. rhe other townships around 
that helped with the green box ace afraid to try anything 
because they're afraid they'll have trash sitting around on 
their lots again from people who keep on coming. But 
surprisinsly durin') the beautification program, when the 
box is full, they stop! 
Q: Hho operates your land fl 11? Is it a publicly owned land 
fill? 
A: Yes, the Commissioners took over the landfill two years ago. 
For us, it's 25 miles one way. It's on one end of the 
county, we're on the other. We, at our company, have a 
container sitting out front and we let people who live out 
in the country, where we mi0ht not service, we let them 
brin9 their trash to our garage and put it in our containers 
and we take it to the landfill. With the rural community, 
as a hauler, it's hara to service everybody. I can see it 
both ways. People call and say "Don 1 t shut us off, keep the 
business going. We don't want tr.ash on the roadside." But 
then on the other hand, the mileage and gas and the fee we'd 
have to charge to go out in that is really high. I would 
like to see moce counties go to a proyram like Baughman 
Township. 
Q: Is there any part of Wayne County that at"e not serviced by 
any type of pickup at all? 
A: There are three townships that I know of that are not 
serviced. There are other townships that are serviced only 
in part. 
Q: These townships that provide the green boxes, do they make 
any special provisions for white goods? 
A: When we have that, they put the white goods right beside the 
green box. 
Q: You mean people brin:;J them to the township property and it 
was part of the township agreement with you to handle those 
things also? Is it only for a certain amount of time or 
what? 
/\: No, you•ce thinkinq about county cleanup. On the county 
cleanup we make the arrangements that for any large items 
they can get a pass to the landfill. Now we accept quite a 
few large items in regular working. We accept none of these 
larger items on the cleanup--we use smaller green boxes. So 
we said no white goods. Some of the townships offer their 
own trucks which sit beside the box for these larger goods. 
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Each township works within its own means. If a resident has 
a large good that they neeo disposed, the township works it 
out themselves. Now for Green Township, when they put in 
the roll-off box the white goods and everything goes ri9ht 
in that. 
Q: What kind of a fee are you talking about to rent a roll-oft 
box? 
A: Right now it is roughly $100 a pulling price for 42-yard 
box, and $75 a month rent. 
Q: What do you mean $100 a pull? 
A: Everytiille the truck goes--everytime the box is full--that's 
a pull. Everytime the box needs to be emptied, it 1 s $100. 
Q: Then it's $75 rent. 
A: Now that's not including an compactor unit to hook up to the 
box. There are d lot of different programs the township 
trustees can look at. Baughman Township owns their compac-
tor unit. But you don't buy the 42-yard boxes. 
Q: What size population or what size area would you recommend 
for a program such as that? 
A: With the compactor box? 
Q: What would make it economical: What size area or what 
amount of people? 
A: Of course, the more population you have, or the more area, 
the cheaper it would be. 
Q: I guess what I mean is, is there a place where it becomes so 
busy or there's such a large volume that would be more 
feasible to go to an in-service or residential pickup? 
A: Yes, I 1 m talking about all rural or small villages. In that 
sense it is more feasible for them to have a roll-off box or 
a packer box than a residential pickup. There are too many 
miles to work out. For example, Green Township has more 
residents so there is a residential pickup. You need at 
least 500 stops to make it feasible to service an area. 
Q: Five hundred stops per day? 
A: No, per route for running an area. 
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Q: Do you have any ided what a packing box costs? 
A: No, I'd be pulling at straws. Mainly anybody who goes into 
the packing business usually purchases thei~ own. Sales 
representatives can give you price quotes. 
Q: Are there any stan<'lards in buying? Jine company? 
A: No, most boxes are standacd (Universal). ~nd any company 
that services can empty or pull them. 
I hope I have helped you a little. This takes a lot of work. If 
there are more questions, ask r1e later. 
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OFPCNDSR PROGRAMS 
Harland Hale 
Let me JUSt :nention at the outset that offr::ndP.r- pro<Jrams <ir·~ 
diverse and extreinely complicr.ib~d; they are in their infancy in 
the United States in 3eneral and especially 1n Ohio. There are 
very few programs pres0ntly establish~d on any uni rm basis 
throughout th is stat•::>. f-lowev(.:: r:-, I have ha'l some ex per ienci: in 
the last year- 1)1:: so in workirvJ with sevf2ral cornmuruties settirq 
up different programs within various c)urts to ua8 offenJcr-s in 
dll types of public vroJe~ts. 
I will try to make this as clear as possible. There arr~ a lot of 
legal complications revolvin~ around offender pro0r3ms and they 
are extremely diverse; they do take work to implement. They also 
require that they be initiAlly establi5hed by the court. In that 
we do not have too many court representatives here, I think a 
committee; a Litter Control Advisory Council, may be instrumental 
in talkin<::J t0 th<: court to set one up. But i.t is somt•thin°J that 
must be established in the cout:"t. 
There are four different types of offenaer pro<.Jrams I W'Jul<'l like 
to mention today. I will give just a brief overview of each and 
then take questions. 
The adult offender program is currently viable and le~al in the 
State of Ohio. The juvenile of Eender program and juvenile work 
proc:i cams are essentially one in the same thin13. Thir'l is a work-
project, or a work-fare type organization through the county 
welfare department that is a viable alternative, and finally, 
there is a proviso in the new state Litter Law which authorizes 
a judge to sentence a litter of fender to litter pickup. 
First of all, offender programs basically revolve around com-
munity secvice duties. Community Service work is instituted 
through some sub-division of local government. The State of 
Ohio, by statutory authorization, requires supervision; in other 
words, there must be a representative from the engineers depart-
ment, from the community service department, from a non-profit 
association whatever the organization might be that is respon-
sible for supervising the offenders. 
County jails are probably the number one problem in the state. 
There is currently all kinds of legislation in the statehouse 
regarding capital improvements for jails and criminal justice 
facilities. One of the problems regarding jails is that new 
regulations required of jails are so extensive that many jails 
are inadequate even though they may be only five years old. They 
must be modified to comply with the new regulations (legislation). 
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For instance, the new legislation recently enacted require every 
person be providea a separate cell. That is the kind of thing 
qo1nq thr0uqh the jail system so it is extremely difficult to 
k<'"fJ up tr) ttw ~>tdndanls r.equired. My main focus on this is that 
1E c:ommun1ty ser-vice suits the crime, there is the substantial 
benefit of lowering costs and reducing the number of people in 
jail. 0De of the ways to nlleviate the problem of overcrowding 
in j~ils is to institute offender programs. Costs of jail opera-
tion are high. Pigures indicate that through instituting 
offc~nder proq rarns, there can be deduct ion of approximately 2-100 
dollars per participant per day in jail expenses, even given the 
supervision of the work pros;ram. 
The adult offender program is the most viable program. Last year 
thece was a new statute (2959.02) that permits any person con-
victed of a misdemeanor to do service duty. The maximum number 
of hours they can work is 80 hours. They can be referred to the 
following: county or city health districts; county or city park 
districts; county or city in general; any division under the 
county; any municipal organization or divisions other than that 
corporation; townships; any other politic~l subdivision; any 
agency of the state; finally, any non-profit, charitable cor-
por~tion. I think that would also include an organization that 
wasn't necessarily a corporation--if you're a non-profit group 
short on man-power, I think this would provide a very effective 
work .Eoi:-ce. 
The other requirement I've already mentioned is that the offen-
ders must consent to the program. The way that has worked up to 
this point is a judge will sentence someone to five days in jail 
and $100 fine or:: five days in Community Service work. If the 
person chooses community service work, they will be referred to 
the probation department or a community service board--the first 
referral. 
The courts should have, at that point, referrals from various 
departinents so they know what positions are open for the 
following week or month, and the court is able to refer this par-
ticular of fender to the type of things the of fender would choose 
to do from the positions available. 
The person who would actually adm in iste r:: the pro9 ram would pro-
bably be housed in the probation department or, if it is a large 
enough municipal court, it would be instituted by a separate per-
son. Many programs, in cities, are essentially being run through 
the city by the criminal justice department of a local univer-
sity. This has worked out very well; it costs very little for 
the city to implement. Given the finance problems most cities 
have, offender programs have picked up where some job functions 
of the city were not able to be taken care of by the city itself. 
Of course, one of the concerns and one of the problems that we 
have had is labor unions. Unions oppose this vigorously in that 
free labor is tak1n~ place of paid employees. One to alle-
viate this is to get Rn offender s progra~ where the majority of 
the participants are work in') for non-profit coi::-pora t ions oi::- ocg a-
ni zations. In other words, jobs are done through an entity otllec 
than the city. Labor unions might object to work pro~r3ms. 
However, offender programs do not have to duplicate t~e work done 
by unions. Discuss io1rn should be held with worker ortJ ani Z'Sl t ions 
in the development of the pros !.'."am to avoic'l potr~11t1al conf 1 icts. 
As I mentioned before, an fenller pro<J r:::rn1 rP.qui r.,=:s consent. 
Therefore, I think it is important that when 1t is instituted 
there be a bindinq agreement 111.ad(: between the court :u1d the 
offender. F'irc:;t, tllen~ shoulrl !::>8 t:'ules and n::1;ulC1tions set to 
guirle the conduct ~equir3d of t~e offender. ~ome of the re3ula-
tions should be for conscnt--paren ta l or wha t . .:ver. There:: shoulr1 
also be a referral slip ~iven so that the of nJers know when, 
where and the time to ceport so there is no confus Thee~ 
should be a form signed sayinq that the offen1lcr is volunt?t.ri l.y 
entering the proyram rnthec thAn <)CCP.ptin·1 the -jail ter.-1n and/0c 
fine. Of course there can be even a jail term and firn~ and com-
munity service work iE the judge deems That wouJo 
be done by the design of the court. 
Another nice thin') about the community service pr-oiJ i:-am, actually 
required by the legislation, is that the proyr~m be organize<l so 
the offenders can work around thPir. currAnt work schedule. 
Many counties and some major cities have viable supervision on 
board essentially 24 hours a day, seven days a week. In theae 
cases, there would be supervisory personnel so of fenc..k~rs can work 
around their 9 to 5 job, or on the weekend. 
One alternative for getting supervisory personnel as far as the 
city is concerned is to find supervision through non-prof it orga-
nizations. One or two offenders per volunteer on a roadway or in 
a recycling center, or whatever may be, would be sufficient 
supervision for each particular proi:Jram. Of course, most people 
work 9 to 5 and non-prof it supervision (volunteers) can be 
handled during off periods as well. 
One basic and crucial factor which has probably been the major 
impediment to offender's programs, would be liability. There has 
been an extreme amount of concern as to the answer for this type 
of situation: an offender is sentenced to 30 hours of community 
service. This person goes out with the Division of Community 
Parks and Recreation and is put on a lawnmower. If the offender 
runs over something, or a can spits out from the lawnmower and 
hits someone--what is the liability of the offender, to the city, 
and to the third party. That is a real concern. In the law, in 
section 2 950 .102 there is a provision requring that this possibi-
lity be interred by liability insurance. Working with various 
programs we have dealt with numerous insurance companies. Many 
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c1t1es have insured their own employees and the insurance is 
coinprehensive enough to co\rer the temporary employees. That is 
something that should be looked at locally. See if the insurance 
is comprehensive enough to cove-: offenders who participate. 
The other thing that has been acme, for a re la ti vely low cost, is 
to have the court require that the offender pay the amount of 
insurance. That woulo at first seem to be a high cost, but 
really, the programs that some ::::ourts have set up are at a rela-
t 1ve ly small cost--about $10 a ~erson for about a million dollar 
coverage. 
Most court costs now run about $10-$17, an additional $10 can be 
added, the fine or fee waived, and the insurance is covered. 
That is viable insurance and it covers liability. You should 
also be aware that there is currently a bill pending in the state 
le9islature which would exempt community service programs with 
respect to adult offender's liability. If enacted, insurance 
will not be required and the whole liability question will be 
thrown out the winc1ow. 
That is an over al 1 view of an adult proy ram. It would be ini-
t i~te~ by a judge, a prosecutor, or a law enforcement person and 
it is usually implemented at a low or no cost figure to the 
COUl:'."t. 
The second section is definitely related to offenders programs 
and that is the program set up for Juvenile Court. Most juvenile 
courts have of fendec or work programs now; they are especially 
appropriate for persons under 18. A judge always has an alter-
native for a juvenilR to do community service. The judge would 
simply tell the offender, the juvenile, that they are to do 2 4 
hours of community work and leave it up to the juvenile to select 
the type of work to be done. The court would then have the juve-
nile report back on what was accomplished during this length 
time. On a wider scale, or in a larger court, there are parti-
cula.r work projects that need to be accomplished. For example, 
in so1tH" countii~s there are non-profit recyclin9 cent(~rs; the 
JUVf~ni le court can tk~vclop a cooperative agreement with the 
ceycl ing centei::- to allow the juveniles to work at the center. 
This gives essentially no cost labor to the center and provides 
the juveniles with a viable place to work, plus help in the 
recycling effort. 
The next program I will briefly mention is the Workfare Program 
through the Welfare Department. The county welfare department is 
responsible for the workman's compensation. It does not work out 
to be much money--usually less than $2 per person. Other county 
departments would be responsible for the supervision of the work 
force. By legislation it is required that the recipient work no 
more than 2 4 hours a week. That's really all there is to work-
fare. It would be administered by the Welfare Department which 
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would refer 0eneral relief personnel who are physically able to 
do this work, to various depart~ents. One supPrvisor ~oulrl he 
required to watch the laborer:- and get the job accomplished. Some 
problems coulrl be in a particular departnent which mi~ht not have 
the supervisor personnel or the workers do not hav~ the expertise 
or ability to do some of the functions required. That's one 
problem that nust be addressea locally. 
A lot of the counties that havr.:' tri.e(1 it havr.! f.ound t11i> work[ar1-= 
proqrams to operat+~ very well, especially i•1 n:cyc;lin-1 cunt;;rs, 
litter pickup projects, and other be21utt(ic<1tion pt:•)•iL·ams. Som;:: 
counties have kept the opinion that it is mol'.'1;;> h,:;ir:;cd•? tl1an l '::. is 
worth. tt is ce !'.'ta i 11ly 5omethin<J to be cons ic'l --sorno th i 11J 
that is there, anJ workfare also hns the fi11anci~l ben0E1t ~E 
giving the participant work expedence on-t~e-job. It is a fact 
that any experience, any type of technicAl akill impr?ves one's 
chance of findin13 a job in the private or. public sc:cttn·. 
The E inal pro<:J ram 1s the litter pro<; ram. 1 t is enco·ripassed in 
the law to which I refern.:d i:?arlier. Tht'r::-1• ar<:: always qLw:;tions 
as to whom can enfor-c<~ the 1 it b::r law. 
One problem in impl0rn0ntin1J the litter let3islation is th.::tt ll0alth 
Depart,nents do not have the power to c1t1:: littet'.' 1)ffent'lers. Many 
township police-;-8hcr1ff depact•nents, and <.:1ty police ;ice under 
staffed and frankly, with the increase of criinf:!, it is difficult 
for them to focus on littec laws and violat~cs. Hopefully, indi-
vidual health departments will be able to make citations, but to 
transfer r,>ower, most courts ne~~d evidence of citin9 currently 
being given. So they have been hamstrung the la.ck of cita-
tions. Hopefully within the ne~r futurA, the legislation will he 
chanq~!d to (Jive the powor for citation to thn h(~i!lth dcpartt:nts. 
Until then, the police must cite litter fenders. We have found 
it takes 20 minutes for a police officer to write one ticket. 
One of our concerns is streamlining the 'Jeneral ticket, li one 
gets foe speedin9, to facilitate the off.icer•s t • We sent 
different police departments some tickets we developed and found 
that we can cut the averaye time for writing tickets down to DO 
minutes. By this, the police officers cnn cite more people, 
ideally, litter offenders. 
Once a litter offender is in court, experience has shown that 
sentencing is very similar to that of a minor misdemeanor, even 
though under state law littec is a misdemeanor of the third 
degree which is punishable by $500 and 60 days in jail. Even 
with that, judges are reluctant to give the maximum. Most offen-
ders who are cited for litter, go ahead and plead guilty, pay the 
fine, and walk out the door. One of the concerns most prosecu-
tors have expressed is that th is is increasing their case load .. 
My response is that 99 percent of the offenders plead guilty so 
prosecutors will never see them. They 1 11 go in on a~rai9niRent 1 
plead guilty, pay the fine and leave. 
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The one thin() that is written in the legislation3767.99 subsec-
tion C is that the court may, in addition to, or in lieu of the 
penalty provi<ied in this division, require a person who violates 
the littec law to cemove litter from any public or private pro-
perty, or in, or around waters of the state. In other words, a 
judge has the specific authority, statutory permission to sen-
tence a litter violator to litter pickup. That's a provision we 
worked very hard for and we encourage all judges to use. Since 
it is a misdemeanor, we're talking about a county court or a 
municipal court--a common pleas court only handles penalty 
er i1nes. 
I~ essence, if we try to institute an offender's program, judges 
and law enforcement personnel must be encouraged to focus on 
litter violations as well. Obviously, littec pickup and working 
in a l:'.'ecycling center fits the crime of littering better than any 
other. 
So, if a community would want to set up an offender's program, 
possibly our off ice would be able to provide technical assistance 
in workin9 with the courtroom systPm and secondly, we could talk 
to local law enforcement people in terms of techniques and some 
of the new permissiv~ legislation. 
At this point, since the legislation is new, many judges and law 
enforcement personnel are not aware of it. They may have 
interest or concerns about it but do not have time to research 
it. 
OFFENDEH PROGRAMS, QUES'l'IONS AND ANSWERS 
Q: r have two 
couctt::"oom. 
performing 
What about 
questions. One pertains to the liability of the 
tf you have courtworkers who al:'.'e injured 
a specific duty, is the city to be held liable? 
time off work, etc.? 
A: The best way to cover for that is through workman's 
compensation. Through the legislation, it does not require, 
but allows the court to add the costs to the offender's 
fine. Workman's compensation in this particular offender's 
program is for employee insurance. The particular length of 
time, hours, etc. must be checked out for each city for the 
vari;:ible rate of cost. I woul<'l suggest that at this time, 
you have the court add the cost for workman's compensation 
to cover any damage or liability that might incur. 
Q: The second question is litter control on private land 
includin(J junk cars. This relates to the municipalities' 
ordinance whereby if there is a complaint filed against a 
neighbor, the agreement is that they clean it up. Does a 
citation have to be issued by an officer, or can it be any 
appointee of the court? For example, a secretary, who then 
contacts the official. 
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A: Any citizen can file a litter complaint. But I want t? make 
mention of tl1e concern many cities have :::i.bout ~ ten-day 
notice provi·~ed in the le') is lat ion. Then upon non-
compliance they go to a private contractor and thP owner 
pays for the mowin9, the pickup, etc. Ol"le of the problems 
that we have had, and the reason it hasn't ~one statewide, 
is the time 1.-=tg between the initial c".>nt 1ct ·1E the ownPr. '3.nd 
the contactin<J of the contractor. ThPce i::s somt..' f,~,1er.1l 
money in major cities, but with the cntb-1c1's Ln tlw f0dcral 
program, given the tim':'! l."l.g betwe(:11 the t ~x and thl 1 coll,..,.c-
t1on, tins hcis not been very viable. HomP pr0st>c11t1)r:' ::5 
off ices have gone ahcnd and succi th1~ property ownt'r or: H1t"' 
vacant lot owner for re1noval. Prosecutorc.; have~ usud l ly 
given the option: you'll no it yourself, or w0 1 ll havi; it 
done and bill you when we get the 01:-d~r frorn th~~ juc'i(_J~. 
We have had very yood results by call1n'~ the Hculth 
Department. In one case; an indivic1ual was in the process 
of rnovin:J out. H:e cleaned out all the cupboarrls and piled 
them in ~is back yarJ. There wor~ bottles, cans and 
foodstuffs. In about a c'lay, an official from the He<'\lth 
Department handed him a citation. 
Q: Did the city clean it up? 
A: No, it was the property owner himself. If there is a 
citntion or a notice fcom the Health Departinent, then 
usually most citizens will take care of it themselves. 
one commf>nt I'd like to make, our exporience has shown that 
it's lack of experience more than lack of laws that has been 
the problem with nuisance violations. The laws are on the 
books, but they've never been enfr.>rced. tf you couln Jet 
the community to enfor-ce these, then you'<'! bt.:! in act ion. 
Q: Regardin1J the adult offender's program, and the juvenile 
proyram, could you name communities in Northeast Ohio that 
are engaged in these proyrams that we could contact for 
specific information. 
A: Let me refer you to this book. You can get these for free--
it's put out by the u.s. Dept. of Justice, The National 
Institute of Corrections. It is called "Community Service 
by Offenders." The address to write for copies is: 
32lst Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20534. In this 
particular book, they have a listing in the back of some of 
the programs. Now this book is not necessarily outdated, 
but it is three or four years old. It has some of the 
programs in Ohio that have been instituted--both juvenile 
and adult offender's programs--for instance, there is a 
juvenile restitution pr¢9ram in Summit C0uttty. Another 
close one here is the Court '\t>lunteer l?t"ograa in Mentor 
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Municipal Court. Now whether or not those are still 
working, I don 1 t know, but some of them I've been working 
with and I know they are good. 
To cite one particular program in this state which I'm now 
working with and knowledgeable of is the City of Columbus. I 
brought with me some figurRs from the Columbus Quarterly Revie~. 
They startea in enrly March this year af tec the legislation was 
in ~ction. At this particular time, they're referring about 25 
people per week to seven different city departments. It's been 
very successful. Seven of the ten judges are currently par-
ticipating, the other three are not, given the issue of liabi-
lity. Thls has provided an extremely viable work force to the 
City of Columbus to do odd jobs that were not accomplished by 
city employees. At this particular time, they have one lady 
who's a criminal justice student at Ohio State University who is 
paia 20 hours per week on the program; the other students who 
work on it are part-time--they are not paid but it is partial 
EulE1Llment of the job requirement for the criminal justice 
programs. I think most ai::-eas have criminal justice programs so 
if the university is interested, the professional work then is 
nearly cost free to the city. When a person consents to service 
work, they are referred to this woman. She asks them what they 
want t0 do and then sees what jobs are available. She actually 
rJivr~s them a n~Eerrdl. It says, for. example, appear Monday at 
8: 00 at the Engineer 1 s Departinent. Then she l1:=ts the Department 
know how many people will show up and when. 
To complete their probation, the offenders must complete their 
coinmun i ty service. The cooper at in<J department, upon completion 
simply sends back a short form saying the of fender successfully 
completed the service. It has gotten to the point where they 
have added additional coinments like "What r.i. nice person this 
was." But again, to ally any concerns about having a "chain-
gang" out on the roadside, the judges are very careful to make 
sure that they're non-violent offenders (those who will not cause 
any trouble). They have had, I would suspect, by this time 
500-700 people. They have had not one injury yet, nor. one ?roblem 
with discipline or people getting out of line. That is basically 
because they have on the spot supervision. They make sure that 
the participant stays out of any danger areas. For instance, 
they're not permitted to di::-ive vehicles, they are not permitted 
to mow lawns--of course, the union would object if they did 
otherwise--but as a result of the fact that they do not, there is 
very little chance they will get hurt, and secondly, the type of 
person that is placea in the program wants to stay out of jail 
and will cooperate. So their experience indeed has been very 
positive. 
Just to highlight a few numbers they have figured, based on mini-
mum wa9e of $3. 35, 55 people for the months of May and .Jiuly, they 
have fi<JUred a personnel savings for the City of Columbus of 
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$232,499.0. To calculate even more, figure into that $20 per ~ay 
for incarcerating people in jail. They estiinate the cost .::>f 
implementing the wl-iole program for a year at currently $55,000. 
So even calculatin9 JUSt the jail savings, you can see there is a 
tremendous savings any way you look at it--even if you don't look 
at payment at minimum wage. 
As far A.s I k'i.ow, the Col11rnbus proyram is one of the most suc-
cessful proyrams to date. The reason ~or that is one jud-Je is 
very supportive of the pro<::Jram. He hai:; also initiated le•31s1.2-
t1011 for the City :>f Colurnbus exempting the entire proyr:am for 
11n.bility. 
Q: Is the Work-Fare Pro-,Jram a volunt;.,ry program? 
A: Yes, it's voluntnry in one sense. The legislation 5113.4 in 
the Revised Code can require people on General Relief to 
participate in Work-fare as opposed to people on chil<i 
support and so forth. They can be forced to do that or have 
funds cut off. But, having represented the Welfare 
Department in institutin<J the:;e programs, there arc some 
problems in the Work-fare Pr:oq ram. Atnong the big problems 
is that :no st of the people on general relief want t') ful f i 11 
their work requirements at the end of the month. So if they 
have to work 24 hours per: month, they all decic~e to work the 
last week. So you have no on~., for the first thl'..'ee weeks, 
then the last week you've yot 2, 000 ! ·rhe other problem is 
that some r<?ally don't want to work and usually feel they 
should be 1,3ett ing more aid. Hhat I• m saying is that there 
has been a discipline problem with Work-fare programs more 
than with offenders. 
The reason might be that with the offenders, they have a 30 
or 60-day jail sentence hancJ ii'tg over their heads. In the 
Col11rnbus program, one mistake ann the proc..;ram is over--the 
sheriff comes over and locks them up! Ht has never hap-
pened, but that is their policy and it's made clear. 
Welfare departments are extremely l"'eluctant to cut a person 
off from general relief for lack o: cooperation. Even 
though the law provides for that, its very rarely done. 
I'm not trying to discourage you from work-fare programs 
but there are some logistics that nust be worked out by 
the welfare departments. 
Q: Can a citizen driving down the fre•'Way, if they see someone 
littering, report them or cite the1? 
A. One thing that has been done in Ohlo, is the solid waste 
provisions/regulations have a proviso that says you, the 
citizen are responsible for your garbage from the point 
that it comes from you house to the point that it hits the 
landfill. Consequently, if your garbage is found anywhere 
in between. it is vour re soon!'=! i.h i 1 t t-.v t'.n ni ~'Ir i *' m'L 
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Now there are some questions in my mind and in some other 
people's minds whether you can really do that, however, it 
has never been contested in six years that it has worked 
very effectively. There's a simple form that is sent out by 
the County Prosecutor to that resident that says your gar-
bage is laying along whatever road. We don't know how, nor 
care how it ~ot there; here is the regulation that requires 
you to clean it up in five days or prosecution will be 
initiated for failure to comply. 
Q: Would that be county by county type legislation or can it 
be statewide? 
A: 'rh,lt wouln be a rule ••• they don't have a county ordinance 
because "boards" don't have abilities to make ordinances 
There's a rule under the state legislation that allows the 
solirl waste management board or a health board to promogate 
local rules. That rule must be developed by a county board. 
'l'he Health Board woulo have authority to clo that. 
Let 1ne Just mention one other thing on conviction when seen. 
Ther~ are different theories of the law with respect to that. 
The f 1nal opinion is that there can be circumstantial evidence--
in other words a name in the garbage bag--enough to convict a 
person inJependent of the fact that no one saw the person litter. 
Th~rc dre a number of 3udges in the state that will convict a 
person even though no one saw them on the site. But certainly if 
I as a citizen saw someone litter and could identify them in 
court, that cert~inly is sufficient for conviction. However, the 
other problem is the citizen being involved in court proceedings. 
If the law enforcement personnel will issue the citation, you 
will find that nearly 95 percent to nearly all persons will plead 
c3uilty and not even contest it. Since I have been working with 
the office, I found only one case that has been contested. Make 
that two, one in Clark County and one in Muskingum County that 
have b~en lost. Given the situation, I think it was the prosecu-
tion. Don't be concerned, or the police department shouldn't be 
concerned about citing. 
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LOW cos·r APPROACH ·ro CHANGE 
Joe E. Heimlich 
In any social action program, commitment and direction are of 
utrnost impo1 tance. This Litter Education Workshop is no excep-
tion. 'rhOSf! who came are logically the initiators of 3ny sub-
sequent actLon and might even be members of a steerin3 committee 
Eor..-med to di>velop a conprehensi ve prO<J ram ln Lab·:> C0un ty (sit-:: of 
prog r-am) • 
'ro this end, what follows is a summarization of irleas contributed 
by the workshop participants in a "brainstocmin·3" session. 'rhese 
are ideas about contributions various sectors oE the community 
can make to a Litter Education Campaign anrl programs these fac-
tions can introduce within their social strata. The purpose of 
the session was to enable the participants to voice cre~tive 
idP-as that miqht be. implemente.d. Hopefully, the "snlut1ons" 
derived can be mod1f.1ed and included in any com1nm1ity 1s educ«-
tional campaign. 
ME'rHODOLOGY 
Prior to the program, tl-ie moderator (John D. Rohrer) notifii;(l 
resource personnel to serve as discussion leaders and recorders. 
Each leader was ,1ppointec'l a recorder and the two assumed respon-
sibility as a di:.;;cussion team. Reconlers were giv~:n recor.rhn'J 
slwets developed Eor th~"'se part icu L~ r quPs t ions an(l hr i•' f.ed on 
the use of the sheets both in recordin•J discussion and in 
assistin"J the discussion lei"l.der in flow and proy.ress of the 
group. 
When discussion was to begin, the participants divided themselves 
(choice involvement) into groups of six to eight an<l each gr~up 
was assigned a discussion team. The moderator briefly explained 
the intent of the session then qave the first question writing 
major points on a El ip chart (for participants r.eference). The 
moderator controller'! totn.l Elow by limitin•J thf:• ti.mP. spent on 
each discussion point~ the aiscussion leaders wer0 responsihl~ 
for flow within their own groups. 
At the conclusion of this program, the discussion sheets were 
gathered an<'! participants were promised a copy of the proceedin•3s 
which would include a summary of the "ideas" shared. 
B~~~~ess and Industry 
1. Pickup campaigns 
a. Provide supplies (bags, refreshments, etc.) 
b. Provide equipment (vests, road signs, safety gear, 
trucks, etc.) 
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2. Minimize packaging 
a. ~11 sizes of companies should be made aware of this 
neeo. 
b. Local to multi-state/national should cut down on excess 
packaging. 
3. In-house training (programs by individual businesses) 
a. Property maintenance: cleanup duties listed within job 
descriptions, outside lot cleanup, garbage emptied 
req ularly. 
b. Snack areas: use aluminum cans only in machines (to be 
recycled) minimize packagin3 on vended foods, cleanup 
assignments for lounge areas. 
c. More stringent beautification regulations, visibility 
screens around lots, loading zone (e.g. shielded from 
wind, adequati~ waste bins, etc.) and landscaping. 
4. Environmental education 
IVledia 
a. Focus down to smaller industl'.'."ies, not just large 
companies. 
b. Affordable, but effective, regulations. 
c. Sponsor recycling and educational programs for schools. 
d. Provide funding for community contests (ince1tives and 
awards) . 
1. High visibility coverage 
a. Reduced cost foe goodwill advertising from business 
inaustry as it relates to litter. 
b. Increase size and length of articles on littec. 
c. Page location {front over back) . 
2. E:ditorials 
a. Geared to cleanup pr~1rams. 
b. Suppot'.'tin9 c~mpai<Jns n the community. 
c. Gain in•J support and Lthor (orce t:or clean up pro<.J i:ams. 
d. TV, radio, press, should all be involved. 
3. General 
a.. Need for ongoing programs and support of these programs. 
b. Stress education over cleanup. 
c. More Public Service Announcements and better air time 
(prime time) for them. 
Service Groups 
1. Support current programs 
a. Supply work force (labor} 
b. Provide supplies (monetary/equipment loan}. 
c. Give emotional support. 
d. Sponsor speci Eic pro<J rams: cleanup days, con tests. 
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2. Support on-going programs 
a. Maintain enthusiasm and momentum of programs. 
b. Establish pro<Jrams as a part of the or9anization 
structure. 
c. Work with, and within other, organizations' programs. 
3. Involve all clubs in the community 
a. Flower clubs: beautification projects. 
b. Service clubs: cleanup projects, educational projects. 
c. Youth clubs: labor force. 
a. Professional organizations: education and support. 
Religious Groups 
1. Bul letin;Ucewsletter 
a. Blurbs about the Church's own programs. 
b. Notes about other community programs in which membership 
can become involved. 
c. Promote and encourage community pro9 rams. 
2. Incentives 
a. Set examples 
b. Have people cleanup after church sponsored events. 
c. Pt:'aise programs the community promotes. 
Government 
l. Laws 
a Without enforcement, laws mean little. 
b. Stronger enforcement of existing local ,~nd state laws. 
c. Create local or city ordinances that allow citizens 
to "report" violators. 
2. Tax Incentives 
a. For business and industry: 
(1) Support and/or develop educational programs on 
litter control recycling 
(2) Jhlplement waste reduction programs 
( 3) Develop resource recovery programs and use 
recycled products 
b. For individuals 
3. Provide markets for recycled goods 
a. Recycle from the government waste (paper). 
b. Tax incentives 
(1) for using recycled goods (or at least no difference 
between recycled and virgin materials cost). 
c. Use recycled paper. 
d. Zoning regulations for waste disposal and recycliw3 
need work. 
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I. Set examples 
a. Sponsor cleanup campaigns - cleanup days 
b. Provide local support for anti-litter and recycling 
programs. 
c. Reduce paper waste (local to federal). 
d. Recycle their own wastes. 
Many of the preceding questions are idealistic at best and dif-
ficult to implement at present, yet they constitute a positive 
attitude and outlook for solutions to the problem of litter. The 
overlap of ideas could in and of itself present a logical first-
step approach to involving the entire community in a litter 
education/cleanup campaign. It is up to individuals within the 
social groups to incite the desire and make known the need for 
such programming; and it wil 1 take only one group to beg in be fore 
the community as a whole joins in to "Clean Up Ohio, Litterally." 

